ARTICLES OF ORGANIZATION
OF LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

ENTITY INFORMATION

ENTITY NAME: ARIZONA CHRISTIAN PATRIOTS LLC
ENTITY ID: 23287812
ENTITY TYPE: Domestic LLC
EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/23/2021
CHARACTER OF BUSINESS: Other Services (except Public Administration)
MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE: Manager-Managed
PERIOD OF DURATION: Perpetual
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES: N/A

STATUTORY AGENT INFORMATION

STATUTORY AGENT NAME: Lori A Bango
PHYSICAL ADDRESS: 26701 N 75th Drive, PEORIA, AZ 85383
MAILING ADDRESS: 26701 N 75th Drive, PEORIA, AZ 85383

PRINCIPAL ADDRESS

Att: AZ Christian Patriots, 26701 N 75th Drive, PEORIA, AZ 85383

PRINCIPALS

Member and Manager: Lori A Bango - 26701 N 75th Drive, PEORIA, AZ, 85383, USA - loribcc@gmail.com - Date of Taking Office: 10/23/2021

ORGANIZERS

Lori A Bango: 26701 N 75th Drive, PEORIA, AZ, 85383, USA, loribcc@gmail.com

SIGNATURES

Organizer: Lori A Bango - 10/23/2021